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ABSTRACT

Seasonal variations of rainfall microphysics in East China are investigated using data from the observations of a two-
dimensional video disdrometer and a vertically pointing micro rain radar. The precipitation and rain drop size distribution
(DSD) characteristics are revealed for different rain types and seasons. Summer rainfall is dominated by convective rain,
while during the other seasons the contribution of stratiform rain to rainfall amount is equal to or even larger than that of
convective rain. The mean mass-weighted diameter versus the generalized intercept parameter pairs of convective rain are
plotted roughly around the “maritime” cluster, indicating a maritime nature of convective precipitation throughout the year
in East China. The localized rainfall estimators, i.e., rainfall kinetic energy–rain rate, shape–slope, and radar reflectivity–rain
rate relations are further derived. DSD variability is believed to be a major source of diversity of the aforementioned derived
estimators. These newly derived relations would certainly improve the accuracy of rainfall kinetic energy estimation, DSD
retrieval, and quantitative precipitation estimation in this specific region.
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Article Highlights:

• Precipitation and raindrop size distribution characteristics in East China vary across seasons and rain types.
• Convective rain in East China exhibits a maritime nature with high concentration of small drops throughout the year.
• Empirical relations are derived to improve rainfall kinetic energy estimation, DSD retrieval, and quantitative precipitation

estimation.

1. Introduction
Raindrop size distributions (DSDs) are an important char-

acteristic of rainfall microphysical processes. By using ob-
servations from advanced instruments such as surface dis-
drometers and polarimetric radar, rain DSDs have been stud-
ied globally. In correspondence with different rain types and
climatic locations, rain DSDs are known to vary both spa-
tially and temporally around the world (e.g., Tokay and Short,
1996; Bringi et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2016).
Knowledge of DSD variability is not only important for im-
proving the accuracy of quantitative precipitation estimation
(QPE) and model parameterization (Zhang et al., 2006), but
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also very useful in many application fields concerning mi-
crowave communication (Timothy et al., 2002), radar and
satellite remote sensing (Vivekanandan et al., 2004; Krajew-
ski et al., 2006; Liao et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2017b), and soil
erosion (Salles et al., 2002; Meshesha et al., 2014; Carollo et
al., 2016).

As variability in DSDs usually reflect the changes in mi-
crophysical processes of rain (Rosenfeld and Ulbrich, 2003),
many studies have been carried out based on observations
from midlatitude to tropical and equatorial zones (e.g., Za-
wadzki and De Agostinho Antonio, 1988; Kozu et al., 2005;
Kumar et al., 2011; Janapati et al., 2017; Das and Maitra,
2018), and also from both maritime and continental environ-
ments (Tokay and Short, 1996; Bringi et al., 2003; Ulbrich
and Atlas, 2007; Niu et al., 2010). Besides the abovemen-
tioned studies of DSD variations in different climatic regions,
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efforts have also been conducted to understand the variations
of DSD in different rain types and events (Tokay and Short,
1996; Maki et al., 2001; Wen et al., 2016; Das et al., 2017),
as well as on various time scales (e.g., Rao et al., 2009).

The variation in DSDs on different time scales (from di-
urnal to seasonal) has been studied in the Asian monsoon
region—specifically, in India (e.g., Radhakrishna et al., 2009;
Rao et al., 2009; Chakravarty and Raj, 2013; Chakravarty et
al., 2013; Kumar and Reddy, 2013; Jayalakshmi and Reddy,
2014; Das and Ghosh, 2016) and the Southeast Asia region
(e.g., Kozu et al., 2006; Ushiyama et al., 2009; Krishna et al.,
2016; Seela et al., 2017). Rao et al. (2009) showed that the
DSD over Gadanki (in the southeast Indian peninsular) varies
significantly between different monsoonal seasons. Radhakr-
ishna et al. (2009) found that the seasonal differences in DSD
is a regular feature in Southeast India, and reported that the
concentration of small drops in the northeast monsoon season
is higher than that of the southwest monsoon season. Jay-
alakshmi and Reddy (2014) reached the same conclusion for
rainfall in Kadapa, a semi-arid continental site in India. Fur-
ther environmental analysis by Radhakrishna et al. (2009) re-
vealed that the differences in evaporation and strong updrafts
during different seasons plays an important role in the sea-
sonal variability of DSDs. Chakravarty and Raj (2013) and
Chakravarty et al. (2013) demonstrated that, due to the con-
vective nature of rainfall, larger drops are more prevalent dur-
ing pre- and post-monsoon months than in the monsoon sea-
son over two different sites in India. The variability of DSD
and the resultant seasonal dependence of QPE estimators in
Ahmedabad, India, were further evaluated by Das and Ghosh
(2016).

Kozu et al. (2006) found that the difference in precipita-
tion characteristics during different monsoon seasons results
in large seasonal variation of DSDs in India, whereas Suma-
tra has the most significant diurnal variation of DSDs caused
by local convection. Singapore is affected by both land and
oceanic precipitation, and thus its rain DSDs show the less
diurnal and seasonal variation. Subsequently, Ushiyama et al.
(2009) reported that the amplitude of the seasonal DSD varia-
tion over Palau is approximately the same as that in Singapore
and Sumatra. Larger mean drop diameters in the westerly
monsoon season compared to the easterly monsoon season
over Palau were investigated in Ushiyama et al. (2009) and
Krishna et al. (2016). Further comparison of DSDs between
Taiwan and Palau during summer season in Seela et al. (2017)
showed significant differences. In Taiwan, terrain-influenced
clouds extend to higher altitudes, resulting in a higher con-
centration of medium- and large-sized drops as compared to
Palau.

The climate in East China is greatly influenced by the
East Asian monsoon. The structure and main components
of the East Asian monsoon are likely to be independent of
the Indian monsoon system (Ding and Chan, 2005). As a re-
sult, rainfall in this region is usually characterized by unique
precipitation microphysics that differ from those in India and
Southeast Asia. Rain DSD characteristics in this region have
been evaluated in previous works, but mainly based on case

studies, e.g., for typhoons (Chen et al., 2012; Wang et al.,
2016; Wen et al., 2018), squall lines (Jung et al., 2012; Chen
et al., 2015; Wen et al., 2017b), and mei-yu precipitation
(Shusse et al., 2011; Oue et al., 2015; Wen et al., 2015).

Latterly, the statistical DSD characteristics of three mei-
yu seasons in East China were examined in Chen et al.
(2013). Compared to Chen et al. (2013), Tang et al. (2014)
further showed that the DSDs in North and South China dur-
ing summer are generally characterized by a lower raindrop
diameter than mei-yu precipitation in East China. Using 2-D
video disdrometer (2DVD) and collocated micro rain radar
(MRR) data, our previous study further helped demonstrate
the statistical DSD characteristics in East China in summer
(Wen et al., 2016). As demonstrated by Rosenfeld and Ul-
brich (2003), the regional-scale DSD variation is mostly af-
fected by the localized (maritime or continental) cloud mi-
crostructure. In Wen et al. (2016), we revealed that the sum-
mer convection in East China is more like “maritime” con-
vection. The warm and moist air that is transported by the
dominant southerly winds from the ocean to the continent of
China during summer is believed to be the main cause.

More recently, the diurnal variation of DSDs over the cen-
tral Tibetan Plateau in West China were revealed by Chen
et al. (2017a), and a boarder spectrum of daytime convec-
tive DSDs was found, characterized by fewer (more) small
(large) drops than the nighttime case. Furthermore, Wen et
al. (2017a) analyzed the characteristics of summer rainfall
and winter snowfall events over North China. In their study,
summer convective rain oriented from a local region, north,
and west was found to be continental, but that produced by a
typhoon system was recognized as maritime-like convection.
Besides these studies, however, to the best of our knowledge,
the seasonal variations of DSDs have received limited investi-
gation and remain unknown in China due to the lack of long-
term DSD measurements by high-precision disdrometers.

In May 2014, a field campaign named “Observation,
Prediction and Analysis of Severe Convection of China”
(OPACC, Xue, 2016) was conducted in the Yangtze–Huaihe
River Basin. A 2DVD and MRR were installed in Nanjing,
Jiangsu Province, to observe the dynamical and microphysi-
cal characteristics of precipitation in this region (Wen et al.,
2016; Wen et al., 2017c). Nanjing is located in East China,
and is greatly influenced by the East Asian monsoon (Ding
and Chan, 2005), making it a suitable location for the study
of seasonal variations of DSDs. Until June 2016, two years
of continuous 2DVD and MRR data were obtained with an
in-situ tipping-bucket rain gauge (0.1 mm resolution). Using
these unique datasets, the objective of this study is to better
reveal the seasonal variations of DSDs in this specific region.

2. Data and methods
2.1. Instruments and data

In this study, the rainfall and disdrometer data were col-
lected at Jiangning national weather station (JN; 31.93◦N,
118.90◦E), Nanjing, from 1 June 2014 to 31 May 2016. The
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Fig. 1. Location of the site at Jiangning (JN), with shading representing the local
topography around the JN site.

geographic location of the JN site is shown in Fig. 1. The
MRR was located on the roof of a building at the JN site,
approximately 20 m away from the 2DVD on the ground.

The third-generation 2DVD is designed to mitigate
splashing and wind-induced errors. The range of raindrop di-
ameter bins is 0.1–8.1 mm (sorted into a 0.2-mm resolution,
i.e., 41 bins). The fall speed for each velocity bin is aver-
aged from all of the drop velocities within the corresponding
size bin. The MRR can observe 30 vertical levels (200-m res-
olution) in the atmosphere, and can also estimate DSDs by
utilizing the empirical relationship between raindrop size and
fall velocity (Peters et al., 2002). The fine precision of the
MRR’s precipitation and DSD measurements near the ground
were evaluated through a comparative study with the collo-
cated 2DVD in our previous works (Wen et al., 2015, 2017c).
Note that the MRR data used here are only for the purpose
of rain type classification. A more detailed description of the
two instruments and the data processes can be found in our
previous works (Wen et al., 2016, 2017c).

The temporal resolution for the 2DVD, MRR, and rain
gauge data is 1 min in this study. The snowfall data in winter
are excluded artificially according to the observation record
from the JN site run by the China Meteorological Administra-
tion. Meanwhile, the velocity-based filter used in this study
(see section 2.3) can also help to exclude the snowfall sam-
ples, because snowflakes fall much slower than raindrops at
a similar size (Brandes et al., 2007). Moreover, the NCEP-II
Reanalysis (R2) (Kanamitsu et al., 2002) data (2.5◦ × 2.5◦,
monthly) from June 2014 to May 2016 are used to eluci-
date the climatological background of different seasons in

East China. Specifically, in this study, summer comprises the
months of June, July, and August, autumn is September–
October–November, winter is December–January–February,
and spring is March–April–May.

2.2. Gamma DSD model
The widely accepted gamma model applied to rain DSDs

(Ulbrich, 1983) is given as

N(D) = N0Dµe−ΛD , (1)

where D (mm) represents the equivolume diameter, and N0
(m−3 mm−1−µ), µ (dimensionless), and Λ (mm−1) are the
three control parameters of the gamma model, named the in-
tercept, the shape, and the slope parameters, respectively.

In this study, the three control parameters are derived
from the gamma DSD using the M246 truncated moment
fitting method (Vivekanandan et al., 2004). Other integral
rainfall and DSD parameters of interest here, including the
rain rate (R, mm h−1), liquid water content (LWC, g m−3),
mass-weighted mean diameter (Dm, mm), generalized inter-
cept parameter (Nw, mm−1 m−3), radar reflectivity factor (Z,
mm6 m−3), and total concentration of raindrops (Nt, m−3),
are all computed from the nth-order weighted moment of the
measured DSD directly. Detailed expressions for the above-
mentioned computed parameters are all given in Wen et al.
(2016).

2.3. Fall velocity measurements from 2DVD
Previous studies have indicated that 2DVD observations

suffer from errors of oversampling small raindrops as well
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as the splash effect (e.g., Chang et al., 2009). To remove
the super-terminal (splashing) drops, we applied the same
particle-size-versus-fall-velocity filter (Kruger and Krajew-
ski, 2002) to ensure the accuracy of the measured DSDs in
this study. Figure 2 shows the 2DVD-observed drop concen-
tration with respect to the diameter and fall velocity during
different seasons. The Brandes et al. (2002) relationship and
the two ±60% limits are presented as solid and dashed black
lines, respectively. Overall, the measured fall velocities of
raindrops matched well with the empirically derived terminal
fall speed, which suggests reliability of the 2DVD measure-
ments. The filter removes 4.08%, 1.79%, 1.17%, and 1.55%
of the total raindrops for summer, autumn, winter, and spring
rainfall, respectively.

2.4. Classification of rain types
Based on the combination of 2DVD-observed rainfall in-

tensity and MRR-observed vertical structure of radar reflec-
tivity, three rain types, i.e., stratiform, convective, and shal-
low rain, are investigated. The method is the same as em-
ployed in Wen et al. (2016). Figure 3 presents an exam-
ple of the measured vertical profile of reflectivity and the
time series of the DSDs using the MRR and the 2DVD from
0000 to 1800 UTC 12 July 2014. The red, black, and purple
bars at the top of Fig. 3a indicate the classified convective,
stratiform, and shallow categories, respectively. Visible dif-
ferences can be seen in the feature and DSD characteristics
among the three rain types, indicating distinctions among the

microphysical processes of different rain types (Wen et al.,
2016). While stratiform rain contains a marked bright band,
the top of shallow rain is too low to reach the melting layer,
suggesting that the shallow precipitation forms directly in liq-
uid form and no melting is present. As a result, the corre-
sponding DSDs of shallow rain are composed mainly of high
concentrations of small raindrops.

A total of 11 113, 5758, 3649, and 6545 1-min DSD
samples are categorized by the classification scheme for the
summer, autumn, winter, and spring rainfall, respectively.
Note that the fraction of uncategorized samples is about
13.2% in terms of rainfall contribution for the whole dataset
of 2DVD measurements. The 2DVD-measured frequencies
of precipitation for different rain types during the four sea-
sons are listed in Table 1. The convective rain contributes
77.52%, 42.98%, and 42.50% of the whole categorized rain-
fall amount for the precipitation during summer, autumn, and
spring at the JN site. The winter rainfall is completely com-
posed of stratiform rain (excluding snowfall).

3. Environmental backgrounds

Since the convective available potential energy (CAPE)
and the amounts of moisture are two important factors usu-
ally used to determine the formation and growth of convec-
tion (Smith, 1997), the seasonal differences of these two pa-
rameters will be discussed below.

Fig. 2. Occurrence of velocity-diameter combinations with drop counts on a log scale from 2DVD observations
for the four seasons. The color shading represents the measured drop counts. The black line indicates the
Brandes et al. (2002) terminal drop velocity and the two dashed lines represent the ±60% filter of drops.
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Fig. 3. (a) The MRR-measured vertical profile of reflectivity (color shading)
from 0000 to 1800 UTC 12 July 2014. The classified convective, stratiform,
and shallow samples are illustrated by red, black, and purple bars at the top of
the diagram. (b) The 2DVD-measured time series of DSDs in logarithmic units
of mm−1 m−3.

Table 1. Integral rain parameters derived from the composite raindrop spectra for the three rain types during different seasons. Parameters
Nt (m−3), Nw (mm−1 m−3), LWC (g m−3), Dm (mm), σm (mm), and R (mm h−1) are the total raindrop concentration, generalized raindrop
concentration, liquid water content, mass-weighted mean diameter, the standard deviation of the mass spectrum with respect to Dm, and
the rain rate, respectively.

Rain type Season Samples Dm (mm) Nt (m−3) lg Nw (mm−1 m−3) LWC (g m−3) σm (mm) R (mm h−1)

Convective Summer 2701 1.41 8079 4.37 1.50 0.68 24.44
Autumn 372 1.52 5505 4.12 1.08 0.76 18.87
Winter – – – – – – –
Spring 571 1.40 6368 4.24 0.95 0.67 16.17

Stratiform Summer 6882 1.16 627 3.78 0.15 0.44 2.35
Autumn 4887 1.15 553 3.69 0.11 0.46 1.80
Winter 3649 1.14 680 3.74 0.12 0.49 1.82
Spring 4467 1.13 754 3.82 0.14 0.46 2.17

Shallow Summer 1530 0.64 2763 4.97 0.21 0.19 1.95
Autumn 499 0.60 3286 4.91 0.12 0.21 1.01
Winter – – – – – – –
Spring 1507 0.74 2287 4.67 0.17 0.29 1.87

Total Summer 11 113 1.15 1432 4.09 0.49 0.47 7.66
Autumn 5758 1.13 748 3.82 0.18 0.46 2.84
Winter 3649 1.14 680 3.74 0.12 0.49 1.82
Spring 6545 1.06 1172 4.05 0.22 0.44 3.32

Figure 4 shows the seasonal mean of the reanalysis wind
field and relative humidity at 850 hPa. As can be seen, the
wind direction changes significantly from season to season
at 850 hPa. The East Asian summer monsoon reaches its
strongest period during summer, when adequate warm and
moist air is transported from the Indian Ocean and South
China Sea to the continent by the dominant southwesterly
winds, resulting in the increasing of convective instability in
this region. The mean 850 hPa relative humidity at the JN site

is about 80% during this period. Under this circumstance,
heavy rainfall events dominate the weather over South China
and the middle of East China (Ding et al., 2010). During
autumn, along with the weakening of the summer monsoon
and invasion of the weak and cold air from the northwest, the
prevailing winds become northerly to northeasterly in East
China. The convection is generally weaker, with the mean
relative humidity at 850 hPa decreasing to ∼ 60% over the JN
site.
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Fig. 4. Seasonal mean wind field and relative humidity (%) at 850 hPa based on the R2 data. The scale of the
wind vector (10 m s−1) is marked by wind arrows at the top of panels, while relative humidity is revealed by
the color bar. JN = Jiangning site.

With the establishment of the East Asian winter monsoon,
dry and cold air from the middle and high latitudes can reach
as far as South and East China via the prevailing northwest-
erly winds. Under this circulation feature, the winter rainfall
is relatively weak in East China, with a mean relative hu-
midity at the JN site of around 40% during this season. The
Asian summer monsoon is established again in mid-spring,
and dominates the weather in South China. During this pe-
riod, moderate moist air from the ocean is transported to
East China, as the relative humidity significantly increases
(∼ 60%).

The CAPE calculated from in-situ sounding data at the
JN site (twice a day) during different seasons is presented
in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the CAPE during summer is the
highest, with the mean value at ∼ 958 J kg−1 and the maxi-
mum value reaching as high as 3100 J kg−1, suggesting more
intense rainfall during this period. Dramatic decreases occur
during the other seasons. The mean CAPE value is about 155
J kg−1 and 230 J kg−1 during autumn and spring, respectively.
Under the control of dry and cold air in winter, the CAPE

Fig. 5. CAPE value calculated from in-situ sounding data (twice
a day) at the JN site for the four seasons, with plus signs repre-
sent the seasonal mean.
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Fig. 6. (a–d) 2DVD (y-axis) versus rain gauge (x-axis) observed hourly rain total and (e) two-hourly accumulated total
rainfall from 2DVD during different seasons.

value is negligible and convective rain is absent in East China.

4. Precipitation and DSD characteristics
While the differences in environmental background have

been investigated above, more details about the precipitation
under these circumstances and their related DSD characteris-
tics will be discussed in the following text.

4.1. Rainfall contribution
Apart from some minor differences, the 2DVD-observed

hourly rain shows good agreement with that of rain gauge
measurements during all four seasons (Figs. 6a–d and Ta-
ble 2), which again implies the reliability of 2DVD rainfall
measurements. The two-hourly accumulated total rainfall for
summer shows remarkably higher values than for the other
seasons (Fig. 6e). The double peak of summer rainfall in East
China inferred in previous studies (Yu et al., 2007a, b; Hsu et
al., 2014) also shows up in the present study, with the morn-
ing peak at around 0600–1000 LST and the afternoon peak
at around 1300–1500 LST. The spring rainfall only shows up
with an afternoon peak, while that of autumn and winter oc-
curs before and after midnight.

Table 2. The correlation coefficient (CC), standard deviation (SD,
mm), percentage bias (Bias), and percentage absolute bias (ab. Bias)
between 2DVD- and rain-gauge-observed hourly rain totals for the
four seasons.

Season CC SD (mm) Bias (%) ab. Bias (%)

Summer 0.96 1.728 6.9 17.8
Autumn 0.839 1.537 −2.6 20.3
Winter 0.954 0.268 4.1 17.7
Spring 0.853 1.527 −1.2 36.1
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Fig. 7. Percentage occurrence and contribution to rainfall
amount of different rain types during different seasons.

Figure 7 shows the percentage occurrence of different
rain types and their contribution to rainfall amount during
different seasons. There is a 24% chance that convective
rain occurs in summer during the two-year period, which
decreases abruptly to 6%–8% in autumn and spring, while
that of stratiform rain increases from summer (62%) towards
winter (100%) and then falls back in spring (68%). The oc-
currence of shallow rain is higher than convective rain in au-
tumn and spring. When considering the contribution to rain-
fall amount, the summer rainfall is dominated by convective
rain (77.5%). The contribution of stratiform rain to rainfall
amount is equal to or even larger than that of convective rain
during the other seasons. Shallow rain is negligible (∼ 3%)
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during most of the seasons, but still contributes as much as
13% to total rainfall in spring.

4.2. Distribution of Dm and Nw

The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of R, Dm
and lg Nw with respect to population and rainfall contribution
are presented in Fig. 8. In winter, the precipitation under 10
mm h−1 shows the highest population and contributes nearly
100% to rainfall amount. During spring and autumn, over
95% of precipitation is lower than 15 mm h−1, contributing
to 70%–75% of rainfall amount. On the contrary, the precip-
itation higher than 15 mm h−1 (which contains a population
of ∼ 14%) still contributes ∼ 65% to rainfall amount in sum-
mer. The mean R is about 7.66, 2.84, 1.82 and 3.32 mm h−1

in summer, autumn, winter and spring, respectively.
Seasonal variations can also be seen in the CDFs of DSD

parameters, i.e., Dm and lg Nw (Figs. 8b and c). The mean
Dm value is about 1.15, 1.13, 1.14 and 1.06 mm from sum-
mer to spring, respectively. Nearly 75%–85% of precipitation
is characterized by Dm values lower than 1.3 mm during the
four seasons. Their contribution to rainfall amount, however,
shows up with a vast range of values (from 70% in winter to
40% in summer). When Dm is larger than 1.5 mm, the rain-
fall contribution in autumn is the highest, suggesting a higher
occurrence frequency of larger drops. The population curves
of lg Nw is similar between autumn and winter (and between
summer and spring), but the curves of rainfall contribution

between them are distinctly different. For lg Nw lower than
4.0, the populations are similar (about 90%) in autumn and
winter, but their contribution to rainfall amount is about 60%
and 80%, respectively. Differences can also be seen between
spring and summer; that is, nearly 60% (55%) of precipita-
tion contributes over 45% (25%) to rainfall amount in spring
(summer).

Overall, A relatively larger raindrop diameter and the
highest concentration of raindrops during summer result in
the highest mean R among the four seasons. On the contrary,
winter rainfall is characterized by the lowest number concen-
tration, and thus has the lowest mean R. Rainfall in spring is
slightly higher than in autumn because it contains more rain-
drops, even though its mean raindrop diameter is the smallest
among the four seasons.

To better reveal the differences of Dm and lg Nw for dif-
ferent rain types, Fig. 9 shows scatterplots of averaged Dm
versus lg Nw for the three rain types during different seasons.
One can see that the averaged Dm–lg Nw pair for the three
rain types shows distinguishable differences during the four
seasons, indicating significant differences in precipitation mi-
crophysics through different rainfall processes.

When considering different rain types during the four sea-
sons, convective rain in autumn shows up with the largest Dm
value but lowest lg Nw value (also see Table 1). In spring,
the Dm value is slightly lower than in summer, and the lg Nw
value is plotted roughly between summer and autumn. Over-
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all, the mean Dm–lg Nw pairs of convective rain in East China
are plotted roughly around the “maritime” cluster, as reported
by Bringi et al. (2003), indicating a maritime nature of con-
vective precipitation throughout the year in East China. Mar-
itime convection is characterized by relatively higher con-
centrations of small drops than that of continental convection
(Bringi et al., 2003).

When compared with that of convective rain, the averaged
Dm–lg Nw pairs of stratiform rain show only slight differences
among the four seasons, and they are all located left of the
stratiform line in Bringi et al. (2003). Shallow rain generally
has the lowest value of Dm but the highest value of lg Nw, as
compared with convective and stratiform rain. The averaged
Dm–lg Nw pairs of shallow rain in summer and autumn are
close to each other, while those of spring have higher values
of Dm but lower values of lg Nw, corresponding to the highest
rainfall contribution by shallow rain (∼13%) in spring. More-
over, the lowest Dm but relatively higher lg Nw for the whole
categorized dataset in spring should also be attributed to the
highest occurrence of shallow rain, as given in Fig. 7.

It is worth noting that the measured DSDs of the four sea-
sons all show a lower value of Dm and a higher value of lg Nw
compared to the 2DVD-measured mei-yu DSD in Okinawa,

Japan (Bringi et al., 2006), and Taiwan (Chen, 2009), as
well as the laser-optical Particle Size Velocity (PARSIVEL)
disdrometer–measured mei-yu statistics in Nanjing (Chen et
al., 2013). The differences in DSD characteristics among
these studies are likely related to the different data samples,
geographical locations, and instruments that were used. The
topic, however, is beyond the scope of the present paper.
More detailed comparative studies can be found in our pre-
vious work for summer (Wen et al., 2016) and typhoon (Wen
et al., 2018) precipitation in East China, and the impacts of
instrument limitations on estimated DSDs are given in Wen
et al. (2017c).

4.3. Composite raindrop spectra
The composite raindrop spectra of the whole categorized

dataset, and of the three rain types during different seasons,
are presented in Fig. 10. Differences can be seen in the DSDs
among different seasons and rain types.

For the total data (combination of convective, stratiform,
and shallow rain), the summer spectrum has the largest max-
imum raindrop diameter (up to 6 mm) and highest number
concentrations in all size bins (Fig. 10a), resulting in the high-
est LWC and R in summer. The spectrum for autumn contains
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Fig. 10. Composite raindrop spectrum curves for different rain types during different seasons.

relatively lower (higher) number concentrations of raindrops
at drop sizes smaller (larger) than 3.5 mm than those of spring
because of the highest occurrence of shallow rain. Due to the
absence of convective rain, the winter spectrum has the low-
est number concentration and smallest maximum raindrop di-
ameter (∼ 4.9 mm), and consequently its mean LWC and R
values are the lowest.

For convective rain, the autumn spectrum has the highest
(a relatively lower) number concentration at drop sizes larger
(smaller) than 3.5 mm (Fig. 10b). These features are likely at-
tributable to a relatively dryer environment in autumn, which
leads to the presence of fewer large drops through more suf-
ficient raindrop collision–coalescence. Ultimately, autumn
rainfall has the largest mean Dm but lowest mean lg Nw value
among the four seasons (see Table 1).

The stratiform spectra are narrower than those of convec-
tive rain (Figs. 10b and c). The four curves agree well with
each other, except that the winter spectrum is characterized
by slightly higher concentrations at drop sizes larger than 3
mm. The shallow spectra are the narrowest but they contain

higher concentrations than those of stratiform spectra below
1 mm in diameter (Fig. 10d), resulting in higher LWC but
lower Dm values. The shallow spectra of spring have higher
concentrations above 1.2 mm in diameter, with the maxi-
mum raindrop diameter at about 3.5 mm. The differences in
the composite raindrop spectra are likely attributable to the
variation in environmental backgrounds for the different rain
types and seasons, as well as the differences in microphys-
ical and dynamic processes. While the environmental back-
grounds have been discussed above, a more detailed inves-
tigation of the seasonal variations of microphysical/dynamic
processes in precipitation is needed in future research.

4.4. Derived relations

The accuracy of rainfall kinetic energy (KE) measure-
ment is crucial for the estimation of soil erosion, because the
KE of raindrops will cause splashing of soil particles on the
earth, which then leads to the initiation of soil erosion (Wang
et al., 2014). In other words, more accurate measurements of
rainfall KE and R would help with better estimating rainfall
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erosivity (Cevasco et al., 2015). The KE of a raindrop KE0 is
estimated based on raindrop size and fall velocity:

KE0 =
1
2

mv2 =
1

12
×10−3πρv2D3 , (2)

where m, ρ, and v represent the mass (g), the density of wa-
ter (1 g cm−3), and the velocity (m s−1), respectively. In this
study, the 1-min KE is calculated from the 1-min DSD and
drop velocity measurements by 2DVD using Eq. (3) as fol-
lows:

KE =

∑n
i=1 NKE0

aPr
=

∑n
i=1

1
12 ×10−3Nπρv2

i D3
i

aPr
, (3)

where n is the total number of bins (41 in this study), with
N, a and Pr representing the number of raindrops in a size
and velocity bin i, the sample area of 2DVD (0.01 m2), and
rainfall per minute (mm), respectively.

To better reveal the variability of KE with respect to R
during different seasons, scatterplots of KE versus R and their
fitted relationships using a least-squares method are shown in

Fig. 11. The exponents of the KE–R relationships are all posi-
tive, suggesting that the KE values are enhanced with rainfall
intensity. We suspect this is possibly due to the presence of
more large drops with high terminal velocity during heavy
rainfall. However, for R > 60 mm h−1, the magnitude of KE
enhancement decreases with rainfall intensity, and the KE
values approach a stable value around 20–25 J m−2 mm−1.
Previous studies have reached a similar result, but with a dif-
ferent upper limit. For example, Carollo et al. (2016) pro-
posed an upper limit at 40 mm h−1, while that of Wischmeier
and Smith (1978) was about 70 mm h−1. This phenomenon
(the upper limit of KE) corresponds to the equilibrium state
of DSD, where the raindrops coalescence and breakup pro-
cesses are reached near balance. Under this state, the rain-
drop size and fall velocity remain almost constant, and the
increase in R mainly benefits from the increase in raindrop
number concentration (Bringi and Chandrasekar, 2001; Wen
et al., 2016).

The fitted KE–R relation for the whole categorized
dataset is also given. It agrees well with that of summer and
spring, but tends to underestimate the KE value for a given R
in autumn and winter. Moreover, the dispersion between
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the fitted curves and the measured values increases dramat-
ically during weak rainfall (R < 10 mm h−1). Hence, in this
study, a new form of KE estimator based on DSD, i.e. the
KE–Dm relationship, is firstly proposed using a polynomial
least-squares fit, as shown in Fig. 12. One can see that the fit-
ted KE–Dm relationships exhibit higher agreement with mea-
sured KE–Dm pairs at all ranges than that of the KE–R rela-
tionship, implying a good performance for rainfall KE esti-
mation using the KE–Dm estimator. The four KE–Dm curves
show good agreement with each other when Dm is under 2
mm, as with that of the whole dataset. The gaps among the
curves increase with the increase in Dm when larger than 2
mm. However, the percentage of Dm data points exceeding 2
mm is negligible (0.69%, 0.53%, 0.16% and 0.47% for sum-
mer, autumn, winter and spring, respectively; also see Fig. 8).
Therefore, the KE–Dm relationship for the whole categorized
dataset is fitted (magenta line in Fig. 12) and given as:

KE = −2.33D2
m + 21.05Dm−7.79 . (4)

The coefficient of determination (R2) and RMSE of the
fitting is 0.94 and 1.41 J m−2 mm−1, respectively, which is
quite good to validate the precision of the KE estimates by
using the KE–Dm relationship derived for the whole catego-
rized dataset. We believe that the KE–Dm relationship would
be applicable for improving Global Precipitation Measure-
ment (GPM) and/or ground-based polarimetric radar rainfall
KE retrieval.

Besides KE estimators, many previous studies have also
reported that the shape and slope (µ–Λ) constrained relations
of DSD show variability with geographical location and cli-
matological regime (e.g., Zhang et al., 2001, 2003; Cao et al.,
2008). In this study, the µ–Λ relations have been derived for
the four seasons (solid lines in Fig. 13a) following the same
data procedure as in Cao et al. (2008). The derived µ–Λ rela-
tion is applicable for Λ ranging from 0 to 20, because larger

Λ values mostly result from measurement errors rather than
rainfall microphysics (Zhang et al., 2003). Since the differ-
ences in the coefficients of the relationships for the four sea-
sons in East China are minor, the µ–Λ relation for the whole
categorized dataset is derived and given as:

µ = −0.021Λ2 + 0.988Λ−2.669 . (5)

For comparison, the µ–Λ relations derived from 2DVD
measurements of precipitation in Florida (Zhang et al., 2003),
Oklahoma (Cao et al., 2008), and Beijing (Wen et al., 2017a),
and PARSIVEL measurements of precipitation in Nanjing
(Chen et al., 2013) and Beijing (Tang et al., 2014), are given
by dashed lines in Fig. 13a with corresponding colors.

Interestingly, the abovementioned µ–Λ relations can be
sorted into three groups:

Group 1: Relations in Chen et al. (2013) and Tang et al.
(2014) are close to each other, and will have much higher
µ values for a given Λ than the other relations. The general
underestimation of small drops and overestimation of large
drops by the PARSIVEL disdrometer (Tokay et al., 2013;
Wen et al., 2017c) that both of them used is likely to be the
main cause, which would modify the DSDs yielding higher µ
values.

Group 2: Because the same instrument (2DVD) and fil-
ter threshold are applied, the relation in Wen et al. (2017a)
matches more to Zhang et al. (2003). The µ values are smaller
than those in group 1 due to the more accurate observation of
small raindrops by 2DVD.

Group 3: By using the same sorting and averaging based
on two parameters (SATP) data processing procedure for
2DVD measurements, our newly derived µ–Λ relation gives
similar results to those in Cao et al. (2008). The SATP method
was introduced to minimize the sampling errors of 2DVD ob-
servations (Cao et al., 2008). Benefiting from this, the statis-
tical errors of DSDs are reduced and thus the two relations
present the smallest µ values for the same Λ. The minor dif-
ferences between our newly derived relation and that in Cao
et al. (2008) are likely attributable to the natural variability of
DSDs between Oklahoma and East China. Moreover, it can
be concluded from the above analysis that the derived µ–Λ
relations vary a lot across different types of measurement in-
struments and data processing procedures. Wen et al. (2017a)
reached a similar conclusion.

Disdrometer measurements are often used to derive va-
riety forms of rainfall estimators (e.g., the widely used Z–R
relationship) for radar QPE purposes. Since the diversity of
DSDs will result in different coefficients in the estimators
(e.g., Chandrasekar et al., 2003; Tokay et al., 2008), Z–R re-
lations for East China rainfall during different seasons are de-
rived for the three rain types (see Table 3; figure not shown).
Note that the Z–R relations for summer rainfall are the same
as in Wen et al. (2016). The coefficient and power of the de-
rived Z–R relations for the three rain types are typically dif-
ferent from each other during all the four seasons. The coeffi-
cient of the shallow rain Z–R relation is the lowest compared
to convective and stratiform rain in each season. Since Z is
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Fig. 13. (a) µ–Λ relations for the four seasons and the whole categorized dataset derived from 2DVD observa-
tions (solid lines and equations with corresponding colors). The dashed lines represent the derived relations by
previous studies. (b) Scatterplots of Z–R values and the fitted power law relations for the four seasons without
the separation of rain types derived from 2DVD observations.

Table 3. The coefficient (A) and power (b) of the Z–R relation
(Z = ARb) for the three rain types during different seasons.

Rain type Season A b

Convective Summer 230.85 1.34
Autumn 261.57 1.41
Winter – –
Spring 125.87 1.56

Stratiform Summer 193.73 1.54
Autumn 229.85 1.56
Winter 273.59 1.52
Spring 243.65 1.41

Shallow Summer 41.68 1.68
Autumn 78.24 1.09
Winter – –
Spring 112.47 1.38

Total Summer 232.44 1.34
Autumn 266.9 1.4
Winter 287.42 1.49
Spring 142.53 1.53

more sensitive to D than to the raindrop concentration N(D),
for a given Z, the shallow rain (which contains higher con-
centrations of smaller drops than stratiform rain) would lead
to a larger R.

The equations of fitted Z–R relations for the four seasons
without the separation of rain types are further given with cor-
responding colors in Fig. 13b. One can see that the newly de-
rived relationships for the four seasons are different from each
other. While rainfall in winter seldom exceeds 10 mm h−1, its
Z = 287.42R1.49 relationship has the highest coefficient and a
relatively large exponent value, and the curve lies to the up-
per left of the other relationships. As concluded from Fig. 7
and Table 1, winter rainfall is entirely composed of stratiform
rain, while that of other seasons contains not only stratiform
but also shallow rain when R < 10 mm h−1. Therefore, win-
ter rainfall has the lowest R for a given Z due to the absence
of shallow rain. As expected, rainfall in spring would have
the largest R for a given Z because of the highest occurrence
frequency of shallow rain, which leads to its Z = 142.53R1.53

relationship having the lowest coefficient and largest expo-
nent value.

For R > 10 mm h−1 (which is mostly categorized as con-
vective rain), Z = 266.9R1.4 for autumn rainfall would esti-
mate the lowest R, followed by spring and summer rainfall,
for a given Z. Because of the relatively small mean Dm and
largest Nt in summer, the Z = 232.44R1.34 relationship has the
smallest exponent among the four relationships, suggesting
the highest R estimation for the same Z value during convec-
tive (heavy) rainfall. The fitted Z = 252.55R1.33 for the whole
categorized dataset throughout the year fits the measured data
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well on the whole.
The above analyses suggest that the variability of DSDs

is a major source of diversity in derived relations (i.e. KE–
R, KE–Dm, µ–Λ, and Z–R relations) based on disdrometer
measurements. As a result, the accuracy of localized remote
estimation is limited and the practical applications of these
estimators are impeded. In this study, using the currently
most accurate 2DVD measurements, more accurate seasonal
precipitation microphysics is investigated in East China. On
this basis, the above-mentioned relations are derived for rain-
fall during the four seasons in this specific climatological re-
gion. Also, we believe that these relations will certainly with
improving the accuracy of rainfall KE estimation, DSD re-
trieval, and QPE in this region.

5. Summary and conclusions
In this paper, the seasonal characteristics of rainfall mi-

crophysics in East China are investigated using data from the
observations of a 2DVD and a vertically pointing MRR. The
precipitation and raindrop size distribution characteristics are
revealed for different rain types and seasons. The localized
rainfall estimators based on disdrometer measurements are
further derived. The main conclusions of this study can be
summarized as follows:

(1) Benefiting from the strongest CAPE and the high-
est amounts of moisture, summer rainfall is dominated by
convective rain (77.5%), while during the other seasons the
contribution of stratiform rain to rainfall amount is equal to
or even larger than that of convective rain. Winter rainfall
is completely composed of stratiform rain. Shallow rain is
negligible (∼ 3%) during most seasons, but still contributes
∼ 13% to total rainfall in spring.

(2) A relatively larger raindrop diameter and the highest
concentration of raindrops during summer result in the high-
est mean R among the four seasons. On the contrary, winter
rainfall is characterized by the lowest number concentration
of raindrops, and thus has the lowest mean R. Overall, the
mean Dm–lg Nw pairs of convective rain in East China are
plotted roughly around the “maritime” cluster, as reported by
Bringi et al. (2003), indicating a maritime nature of convec-
tive precipitation throughout the year in this specific region.

(3) The rainfall KE is enhanced (but the magnitude of
enhancement decreases) with rainfall intensity, and it ap-
proaches a stable value of around 20–25 J m−2 mm−1 for
R > 60 mm h−1. Previous studies reached a similar result, but
with a different upper limit (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978;
Carollo et al., 2016). The fitted KE–Dm relationship for the
whole dataset, with an R2 and RMSE of the fitting of 0.94 and
1.41 J m−2 mm−1 respectively, imply a good performance of
KE estimation by using the KE–Dm estimator. It would cer-
tainly help with improving the accuracy of GPM DPR and/or
ground-based polarimetric radar rainfall KE retrieval.

(4) The differences in the coefficients of the derived µ–Λ
relations for the four seasons are minor. The µ–Λ relation for
the whole categorized dataset gives similar results to those

in Cao et al. (2008) for Oklahoma rainfall, even though they
have different coefficients. Derived µ–Λ relations vary across
different types of measurement instruments and data process-
ing procedures. Z–R relations derived for the four seasons
show differences in the coefficient and exponent values.

Although some interesting findings have been obtained
on the seasonal variations of DSD characteristics in East
China, the results are still not well addressed due to the
still limited data samples. The physical/microphysical pro-
cesses resulting in the differences of seasonal precipitation
microphysics are worthy of further study. The advanced GPM
and/or polarimetric radar observations would be helpful, and
we plan to conduct further research along these lines in the
future.
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